2013 hyundai genesis coupe

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Branum Burch was our
sales person and was very knowledgeable about all of the pre-owned cars. Over all a good
experience at the dealership. Zero stars if I could. This dealer will list a vehicle for one price on
CarGurus and change the price with what they call reconditioning charges. I can validate what
others have said. This is not negotiable. I consider this practice as deceptive. I was very
disappointed with my inquiry. Francisco was extremely helpful and patient in helping me make a
decision on a vehicle, I came in for a Jeep and left with a 4 runner so happy I did! Positive
communication, but vehicle I was interested in was sold before I could go to check it out in
person. But the dealership responded promptly. Refused to come out of the office to greet me I
walked around for ten minutes without anyone offering to assist. I was contacted by the dealer
about an hour after my inquiry. My husband and I was able to see the car the very next day.
Salesman was very nice and professional. Car was extremely clean and looked just like posted
photos. Even though we didn't purchase the car, I'd definitely go to this dealer again. Great
service and quick on paperwork. Would definite buy another vehicle from Wallace Automotive.
Chris and all I worked with at Volvo were great! They were helpful, cooperative, and were very
easy to work with in all the purchasing process. Chris has also followed up with calls and texts
to me! Great professional people! Prompt response sent an eat. No additional contact. This ok, I
decided not to purchase. The folks at Clawson Auto are absolutely delightful! They are helpful,
informative and pleasant. They were never pushy and so kind. We bought a car for our son. And
will be checking their inventory in the future. I have not made my mind up to purchase yet, but I
had the best experience ever dealing with a dealer! Great staff!! Great staff Very good service.
Great cars. Bob and Amy are wonderful people, when you walk up to door you feel very
welcomed and I believe the business is honest and your can trust what they tell you. With so
much going on in the world it is nice to meet genuine people. Dealer staff was friendly and
accommodating. Car was lusted well in the condition it was described! Car was clean babe
ready fir inspection! Would highly recommend the dealership to my friends. The buying
experience with Blueprint Auto in Riverside, California was professional, satisfying and simple.
Love my Altima Coupe! Only had to ask those gentlemen and they delivered! I'm very
dissatisfied with this dealer. They publish a price and it is only suppose to be the cash price!
They don't disclose that in the ads or their website and when I called them before going there
and told them that I was going to use financing, she didn't mention it either. Spoke with the
sales manager directly. He was honest about the truck I was interested in and even video called
me to do a full walk around and point out certain things. Great communication even though I
wasn't able to purchase the truck from them. I called about a car for 2 days , tried to put a
deposit down on the car a day before they sold it from underneath me , just a total waste of my
time will never entertain backyard dealership! It took just five years. The Hyundai Genesis
Coupe has gained some impressive power in and lost all of its character. People raved about its
sporty nature, and its price. They complimented its performance-oriented design, and the price.
They called it a nimble and pure vision of a sports car, and that price was just so incredibly low!
A clunky transmission and a raspy engine could be forgiven and hard plastic interior
overlooked. It was the bargain of the century. So what are you getting for that extra scratch?
First, a lot of extra power. Both the 2. This helps the 2. The 3. The 6-speed manual has been
reworked as well, as Hyundai aimed to address complaints about its chunky, unruly character.
While the company improved both gear selection and pedal feel, testers report there are still
bugs to work out, and the Genesis Coupe is far from boasting about one of the best manual
transmissions on the market. The other big complaint the Genesis has weathered has
surrounded its ride comfort. On the track, its stiff suspension setups are wonderful for
delivering the kind of feedback necessary to push a RWD car through the turns. On the street, it
moonlights as a dowsing rod for back problems, as every rip, ripple and recess is transmuted
through the chassis straight to your spine. For , the front dampers have been replaced with
more forgiving pieces, but stick with the inch wheels for the best ride you can get. With a ratio
now set at And of course there are the aesthetic adjustments, both inside and out. Interior
materials have been improved as well, with more soft-touch, vinyl and even some stitching to
add some high-class appeal. In all, the Genesis is morphing into more of a discount grand
touring machine than a budget racer. The first iteration is over, the second chapter of the
Genesis legend has begun. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or

available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Hyundai Genesis Coupe listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Request Information. Image Not Available. Private Seller: Kirk. Brandon, MS Message
Seller. CarGurus Pay. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Hyundai Genesis Coupe 2. Hyundai
Genesis Coupe 3. With more power under the hood and added features, the Hyundai Genesis
Coupe furthers its already favorable standing. Since its introduction, the Hyundai Genesis
Coupe has received high praise for its "bang-for-the-buck" proposition. Three years later, that
bang gets bigger with the pumped-up Hyundai Genesis Coupe. This year brings a mild styling
refresh for the front end and taillights, but the big news is under the hood. The Genesis Coupe
2. A new eight-speed automatic transmission with paddle shifters also debuts, bringing with it
crisper acceleration and better fuel economy than last year's six-speed auto. Along with
powertrain changes, the Genesis Coupe also gets revised suspension tuning to better suit the
extra power while still maintaining ride comfort and quicker-ratio steering for improved
response to driver input. Inside the cabin, Hyundai has added a telescoping steering wheel and
updated the center stack and gauges with a better-looking design. Hyundai's BlueLink
telematics system is also new, bringing with it services that include voice text messaging,
turn-by-turn navigation and monthly vehicle reporting. Taken together, these are some pretty
nice upgrades to an already capable sport coupe. In terms of acceleration and handling, the
Genesis Coupe is competitive with a wide array of models. It's also a lot of fun to drive, yet still
quite functional on a daily basis. And even though the Coupe is notably more expensive than it
was previously, there's still a lot of value here, with plenty of features and long warranty
coverage. Of course, the Hyundai Genesis Coupe isn't the only sport coupe available. It'll be
less powerful than the Coupe, but more nimble and less expensive. Within this segment,
though, the Genesis Coupe stands out for its many positive attributes and comes highly
recommended. The Hyundai Genesis Coupe is a performance coupe available in six trim levels:
2. The entry-level 2. The performance-oriented 2. The 2. The 3. A six-speed manual is standard
for the 2. The automatic is optional for the base 2. The Track can be equipped with either
transmission. In Edmunds performance testing, a 3. The Hyundai Genesis Coupe comes
standard with stability control, antilock disc brakes, front-seat side airbags, full-length side
curtain airbags and active front head restraints. In Edmunds brake testing, a 3. On the road, the
Hyundai Genesis Coupe impresses with its balanced handling, precise steering and generally
likable ride quality. The firmer suspensions and high-performance tires under R-Spec and 3.
Most buyers will find the spirited performance offered by the turbocharged four-cylinder engine
of the 2. That said, we think the broader power band, improved acceleration and gutsy exhaust
note that come with the 3. This year's new eight-speed automatic works pretty well, though
sometimes it's slow to downshift. The manual transmission's shifter has been improved from
last year and is our preferred choice, though it's still not as rewarding to move through its gates
as some other transmissions found in competitive models. The cabin of the Genesis Coupe
boasts an alluring mix of eye-catching contours and generally high-quality materials. The
dash's swooping curves flow into the door panels, although this interesting design requires an
unconventional orientation for the power window and mirror switches. The driving position is
excellent especially with the available power seats and offers abundant outward visibility
despite the low-slung seating position. This year brings a telescoping steering wheel, which
allows short and tall alike to get more comfortable behind the wheel. The controls are generally
intuitive except for the standard iPod interface, and despite being an upgrade, the Infinity audio
system generates only mediocre sound. The front seats are superbly shaped for both
enthusiastic driving and long-distance cruising. The rear seat, though, is strictly for kids and
cargo, as the fastback roof line severely limits headroom. The cubic-foot trunk is surprisingly
useful, particularly with the rear seats folded down. Our favorite statistic about the Hyundai
Genesis Coupe is the take rate for its six-speed manual transmission. Company officials tell us
it's 30 percent for 3. Those are huge numbers in this era of automated clutches and paddle
shifters. And it's evidence that true car guys see the Genesis Coupe for what it really is â€” the
most interesting car that Hyundai makes. Whereas every other model in the lineup feels like a
calculated move in a chess game with Honda and Toyota, this rear-wheel-drive coupe can only
be some long-suffering engineer's labor of love. For , it's even better thanks to a new
direct-injected version of the 3. Now we have to decide if Hyundai's muscle coupe is still worth
driving when it's not the deal of the century. Where's the Money Going? The first thing you
notice about the Hyundai Genesis Coupe is the updated styling. We're not sure it's an
improvement. This coupe was gorgeous before, and although it still has a nice tail, the front end
comes at you like an overly aggressive manatee. Actually, make that an overly aggressive
manatee with fake hood vents. Fortunately, you're not just paying extra for these unnecessary

details, as Hyundai has added direct injection to the north-south version of its 3. Compression
increases to When you fuel it up with 91 octane, it's rated at horsepower at 6, rpm and
pound-feet of torque at 5, rpm versus hp at 6, and lb-ft at 4, on the port-injected version. Along
with Infiniti's IPL G Coupe , this Hyundai now ranks as the second most powerful six-cylinder,
rear-wheel-drive coupe in its class, slipping in just behind Nissan's hp Nismo Z. The Genesis
Coupe has the most torque; the Mustang has the next most grunt with lb-ft. Good Noises It's no
good winning the horsepower race if you don't flaunt it, so Hyundai engineers have fitted the 3.
It's highly effective, as the engine starts sounding really angry when you hit 4, rpm, which is
also when you really feel its midrange punch. In these moments, its personality feels very
different from last year's V6 â€” it's intense, almost brutal, while the port-injected V6 was
relaxed and not far removed from the Sedona minivan. A new eight-speed automatic
transmission with paddle shifters is standard on the 3. The top Track model combines those
extra amenities, plus HID headlights, with the R-Spec's torsen limited-slip differential, firmer
suspension, inch wheels and Brembo brake kit, and allows access to either transmission.
Shifting the six-speed was not that enjoyable on earlier Genesis Coupes, but Hyundai has made
various adjustments to reduce shift effort and improve clutch take-up in this refresh. In addition,
the gearbox now connects to the driveshaft via a stiffer bolt-type coupling, which helps address
one of our main complaints about this car â€” drivetrain lash. Gearing is the same as last year,
but the final drive is snappier at 3. Although we still wish the shifter offered a more positive feel
through the gates, there's little doubt this is a better manual than before and the clutch engages
progressively enough that you're not pulling your hair out in heavy traffic. We averaged So How
Fast Is It? After ripping off more than a few heel-and-toe downshifts on Glendora Mountain
Road GMR , we arrive at our test track, where the Hyundai Genesis 3. Compare that to the last 3.
Our 3. And it's right in line with our long-term Z 5. Yet our 3. Upshift at the marked 6,rpm redline
and you get a momentary cut in power in the next gear. As in the past , the tachometer seems to
lag behind the actual engine speed, so upshifting just before the redline will sometimes still
trigger the power reduction. You can drive around this, but it's certainly an annoyance, and
more demanding drivers won't put up with it. You can change its attitude with the throttle, and
there's enough steering feel to give you confidence in what you're doing. The steering ratio is
quicker for In combination with the previous rear spring rates, this tweak produces less
understeer and better overall balance, according to David Dutko, senior engineer for ride and
handling. New front dampers have been specified to improve the ride over smaller impacts. The
brakes on our Hyundai Genesis 3. The pedal is still a little soft for our taste on Glendora
Mountain, but the car stops predictably. During instrumented testing, our coupe cut between
the slalom cones at That's not quite as good as the 3. The V6 Mustang performed similarly â€”
Our Hyundai Genesis Coupe stopped from 60 mph in feet, again approaching the 3. Worthwhile
Upgrades Inside Although the entry-level R-Spec is meant to be sort of a car-guy special, a
bare-bones starting point for someone wanting to modify a Genesis Coupe for track use, it
really doesn't feel stripped down on the inside. The seats have sufficient lateral bolstering for
GMR, yet aren't so confining you can't commute in them. We also like the telescoping steering
wheel Hyundai has added for , as it makes it much easier to find a good driving position. The
plasticky metallic trim that once covered the center stack is gone, and we get a couple more
dials for radio tuning and fan speed adjustment. The dash trim is new and soft and actually has
some stitching on it for a more upscale look. More importantly, every place we typically rest our
arms the center console, the door panel cut-outs has feel-good vinyl trim on it â€” not
something we can say about the other interiors in this class. One thing that hasn't changed in
this midcycle refresh is the rear seat: Due to the angle of the rear glass, it's still ridiculously
tight on headroom. It's quick, it sounds wonderful, it handles well, it's comfortable enough to
drive every day, and in time we'll get used to the fake hood vents maybe. However, there's no
denying that we could get into a V6-equipped Mustang or Camaro for less money. Their engines
aren't nearly as potent or sweet-sounding, but if you just want a rear-drive coupe with
respectable acceleration, they'll fill the bill. On the flip side, a couple grand more would get us
into a much quicker Mustang GT or a more focused Z. You have to want the Genesis Coupe on
its own merits this time around â€” not for its rock-bottom price tag. And while we could easily
see ourselves going out one day and buying a Hyundai Genesis Coupe 3. The manufacturer
provided Edmunds this vehicle for the purposes of evaluation, which originally appeared on
insideline. Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out

what other owners paid for the Used Hyundai Genesis Coupe. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Cramped rear seat lackluster sound system
quality. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The Hyundai Genesis Coupe gains more power, a new eight-speed automatic
transmission, a longer list of features and mildly updated exterior styling. The rear-wheel-drive
Hyundai Genesis Coupe is powered by a choice of two engines. Read more. Write a review See
all 28 reviews. I love my car, but it has some minor flaws common to all of them. First off the
turbo waste gate does rattle but only till the car warms up, then your good. It's not loud like
everyone says, just annoying if your windows are down and the radio is off and you near a wall
or something. Some people are just sensitive to any noise at all. Second, don't get the
Navigation, because the touchscreen sucks and always needs re-calibrated. But that does not
last and you push in one place, and something else goes off. Bad design and Hyundai's
warranty sucks on the interior. Don't get sold on the K warranty. It has a lot of holes in it. If your
not the first owner, it only good to 60K not K. And it's powertrain only, nothing else. Other than
these small things, it's a fun quick car and reliable. I have about 65k miles, and no problems yet.
Don't buy new, they depreciate like crazy cause their a Hyundai, not a Toyota or Honda by any
means for resale value. But for reliability, they do hold their own, great daily driver. Gets a lot of
looks and questions on what it it, especially with the wing badge kit deleting the Hyundai logos.
People can't believe its a Hyundai. Overall, I love the car, it's great for the money. Read less.
Power from the 4 banger is more than adequate if you're not an enthusiast or a tuner. Car
receives a ton of looks, love the fact that it's not a common car on the road yet, it gives you a
sense of exclusivity. Never thought I'd love a Hyundau. I wanted something sporty, reliable, and
affordable. After a ton of research, everything pointed to the Genesis Coupe. I am so happy with
my decision. The i was nice but the up keep was much more expensive than the Genesis. I've
had the car for a month now, and I could not be happier with my decision. The only cons I found
is that the Infinity speakers are not as nice as I'm used to, but not awful. I would also never feel
comfortable putting someone in the back seat, there is just not a lot of room, but that is to be
expected with a car like this. There are back up sensors but not a camera. I don't mind not
having the cameras but I know a lot of people are used to having that in cars these days. Pros:
The trunk space is decent for a car this little. The power is amazing and not a lot of lag when
you hit the acceleration. The thing just looks so damn awesome too. I have a white exterior with
black and tan interiors tan leather seats. I constantly come outside and have people coming to
my car and looking inside of it and asking me about it. They cant believe its a Hyundai. I also
put on the wing badges so I'm sure that slightly confuses people. I can't say anything bad about
the Genesis Coupe. I love this car. When I first started looking for a car to lease I was undecided
about the make and model - all I knew was that I wanted something that had some power behind
it and something that looked nice. I test drove several makes and models from several
dealerships and never walked away thinking 'this is the car I want' until I saw and test drove the
Genesis Coupe. I got behind the wheel and immediately felt comfortable. I took it out for a test
drive and even though it was a 4 cylinder engine, it was fast and it felt like it had a lot more
power to it than it actually has. It handled well on both city streets and the highway, it was quiet
inside, the speaker system is good, the gadgets are easily accessible, it handled turns very well,
and when I gunned the engine I could really feel the Turbo kick in. As soon as I got back from
the test drive I sat down and worked out a lease agreement. It's been three years now and I have
had zero problems well, one minor problem that was fixed with a single 1 hr trip to the
dealership and zero complaints. I loved this car and will be sad to give it up. If I didn't need
something bigger, I'd consider leasing another Genesis or buying this one outright. If I did have
anything negative to say, its that the gas mileage isn't the greatest. I do mostly city driving and
only average about per fill up, and its an 18 gallon tank so I was paying between 45 - 65 a fill up,
depending on how high the gas prices were. The mileage did improve drastically when I went on
road trips and traveled mostly highway miles - then I could get well over mpg. The other thing
that isn't so great is the back seat space - any adult sitting back there is not going to be very
comfortable but what do you expect from a sports car and the trunk space is pretty bad - I often
could not get boxes or other larger items into the trunk and would have to put things in the back
seat - but again, its a sports car, not an SUV. Overall I give this car two thumbs up and 5 stars mostly because it is a fun car to drive, has amazing power, and after three years it still drives
like new. I had only one issue with the Turbo that the dealership fixed in under an hr, and I had

to bring it in for a recall, which was also fixed in about an hr, and other than that I've had no
mechanical issues at all. It is a solid, fast and fun car. See all 28 reviews of the Used Hyundai
Genesis Coupe. Write a review. Sponsored cars related to the Genesis Coupe. Sign Up. This
document is created by the maker or brand name for the only function of conveying and
instructing end users how to use their particular merchandise. It is essential to have the
Hyundai Genesis Coupe Owners Manual Pdf as it assists as a manual for safety precautions
that could stop personal injuries. There are a lot of handbooks for sale in the market place
nowadays. It is essential that you understand how to utilize them if you are marketing items all
by yourself. If you have a in depth guide to assist you make clear the capabilities of your
products or services, given that not everybody is acquainted with practical terminology, it is
much better. There are many sites that are committed in offering handbooks of all sorts to the
customers. You can check out various sites to be able to have an proper manual that represents
the merchandise that you are marketing. Maybe you have to spend time to track down the one
that explains your merchandise, nevertheless. Additionally, there are several websites that offer
guides free of expense. The price of the instructions depends upon the particulars that you use
in the Hyundai Genesis Coupe Owners Manual Pdf. If you want a high level manual which has
information about all elements of your merchandise, then you ought to price it high, on the
contrary. Make certain that you list straight down all the characteristics of your product or
service to ensure that you will not turn out supplying your potential customers way too many
functions with their buy. One more suggestion to stick to is to have a Frequently asked
questions page to your consumers. This Frequently asked questions page may help your
potential customers effortlessly recognize the replies to their inquiries. In addition, this will
likely enable your consumers to make contact with you each time they possess any questions.
There are numerous instructions that contain practical information and it is entirely possible
that you might not exactly comprehend it all. Even so, you can location your concern on the
Frequently asked questions page and which will help you to make clear all your worries. This
will likely enable your consumers to come to be informed about the terminologies that you are
utilizing with your manual. Additionally, this will likely ensure your buyers tend not to get
baffled after they are reading your manual. Constantly compose handbooks such a manner in
which it is effortless to fully grasp. Eventually, you must provide adequate information inside
your manual so your clients are capable to use them quickly. You must also ensure that your
handbooks are consumer-pleasant. You must not put excessive written text in the manual to
ensure that end users will discover it tough to read through. On the contrary, you must provide
ample textual content to ensure you let prospective customers know precisely what they want
to know inside your Hyundai Genesis Coupe Owners Manual Pdf. Owners Manual. Tags:
hyundai genesis coupe owners manual pdf. Related Posts. Make Model Year. Vehicle History.
Vehicle Listing Details. Meet our aggressive Hyundai Genesis Coupe 2. Powered by a
TurboCharged 2. This Front Wheel Drive manages near 31mpg and with a unique front look inch
alloy wheels and commanding LED tail lights the Genesis Coupe will command attention
wherever it goes. Take a look inside our 2. You will certainly feel as though the seats were made
for you with its generous leather bolsters and the leather-wrapped steering wheel with
integrated audio controls will help keep your eyes on the curves ahead. Hyundai offers 5-star
crash ratings from the NHTSA enthusiasts no longer have to sacrifice safety when driving the
performance sport coupe their heart desires. From the exotic styling to the unexpected howl of
the 2. The seamless acceleration and confident cornering will leave you with goosebumps. Print
this page and call us Now Description: Used Hyundai Genesis Coupe 2. We offer inhouse
financing. Contact us for more information! Description: Used Hyundai Genesis Coupe 3. This
car has a Branded Title. Learn why tens of thousands of AutoSource customers agree that
Branded Titles offer the best value. Call, come in for a test drive, or visit MyAutoSource.
Odometer is miles below market average! It's simple, we offer amazing inventory, unbeatable
prices, and a 5-star buying experience. At AutoSource you'll save thousands without sacrificing
quality, afford a newer model year, higher trim level, and lower miles than what you might have
been expecting in your price range. AutoSource, how much will you save? This is the 2. One
owner car we sold originally. Clean Carfax. We have both remotes. Exterior; No dents, no dings.
Interior; Non-smoker. See our inventory at You've found the one you've been looking for. Your
dream car. More information about the Hyundai Genesis Coupe: There was already a lot to like
about the Hyundai. Genesis sport coupe. Now that the Korean automaker has refined its two
powerplants with added power and efficiency, and added a slick 8-speed automatic to the mix,
there's even more to recommend the Genesis. With rear-wheel drive, a firm and able
suspension, and a price tag that's more than competitive with its Japanese and even European
counterparts, the Hyundai Genesis is worth a good long look. Prices do not include tax, tag.
This Hyundai Genesis 2. We are located at Memorial Drive Rt. Avon Auto Brokers has been in

business for over 30 yrs owner Dana Nessen takes pride in his customers complete
satisfaction. We specialize in high quality pre-owned vehicles of all makes and models.
Platinum Metallic exterior and Black interior. Hyundai 3. We are passionate in our search for
finding the highest quality, low mileage automobiles. Our family has been in the new and used
automobile business for over 66 years in Richmond, VA. Horsepower calculations based on trim
engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior
to purchase. We know that you have high expectations, and as a car dealer we enjoy the
challenge of meeting and exceeding those standards each and every time. Allow us to
demonstrate our commitment to excellence! Post purchase, the vehicles go through a step by
step procedure in order to attain the finest quality. Our vehicles are sent for mechanical
inspection and repaired as needed. Majority of the vehicles passed the Virginia Safety
Inspection before they are offered for sale. When the vehicles come into our inventory they are
detailed thoroughly and prepared for demonstration. After the hard work put into our vehicles
we finally put them up for sale making sure our customers are fully satisfied. Service Contracts
are issued by a 3rd party which gives you the flexibility to take the vehicle to any certified
mechanic shop of your choice. You also have an option to upgrade the Service contract for up
to but not limited to 4 years. Different coverage options are also available, please consult with a
sales representative for additional information. Service contracts vary from 3 months to 4 year
time frame. Prices depend on the coverage you are looking to purchase. Service contracts are
an option to purchase at the time of sale, it may help to protect your future investment. Call us
for further details. Our listed prices of the vehicles are for cash transaction only. For financing
vehicles through our lenders the price is subject to change as they do not includes any finance
charges. Upon loan application submission, our JDM Auto team will work persistently towards
an approval. Call for Full Details. We will represent the vehicle to the best of our knowledge but
are not responsible for human error. Service contract is available for purchase at the time of
sale. Dealership is not responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. Many dealers are
selling vehicles with bent frames and multiple accidents. Fully Inspected! All prices are clearly
marked online and on the lot. Ad price is for retail customers registering cars in the US. Actual
options should be verified by Buyer prior to purchase. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Carfax
is a 3rd party company not affiliated with Orlando Preowned. All pricing and details are believed
to be accurate, but we do not warrant or guarantee such accuracy. Vehicle information is based
off standard equipment and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. We want to be your car dealer of
choice. We strive to treat each customer as if they were a honored guest in our own home. For
us, it all starts with the simple acknowledgment that today's consumer has the choice to
purchase wherever they please. We understand that we must work to earn and retain your
business. This begins from your first encounter at our dealership. Established in September of
and originally located on Covington Pike, Volvo Cars Memphis has quickly grown into the
premier Volvo Dealer of the mid-south. As our customer base grew, we quickly realized that our
customers not only deserved premium service and sales, but they deserved to receive it in an
environment that was just as spectacular. At Germantown Parkway. Our new dealership has all
the amenities one would expect when visiting a luxury store, making any visit to our facility
more enjoyable and less time consuming than ever before. At Volvo Cars Memphis we want to
be your car dealer for life. Assure every Customer receives Value, Quality, and Satisfaction.
Create an environment in which our Employees can succeed. Return to our Community a share
of the success we enjoy. Honor God in everything we do. We proudly sell to and service
customers in the Memphis, Collierville, Germantown, and Bartlett Areas. One Owner! Please call
Paperless credit application makes car buying safe and simple. This Hyundai Coupe is priced to
sell at Por favor lla menos para obtener nuestro mejor precio con respecto al nu mero de stock
LB. Hacemos la compra sea simple y fa cil con una solicitud de cre dito sin papel y un
financiamiento a bajo intere s. Reciba entrega a domicilio o recogida en la acera. Por favor lla
menos al Prices do not include tax or title fees. Source: Edmunds. With Holiday Certified
Pre-owned you don't just get a great vehicle, you get peace-of-mind. See Holiday Automotive for
complete details. Call Now Toll Free! Check out our Full inventory at Holiday Automotive in
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin has been a family owned and operated dealership since At Holiday
Automotive we are worth the trip! While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy
of these data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages.
Please verify any information in question with a dealership sales representative. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Filter 3. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Trim 2. Engine Details Transmission Automatic Manual Drivetrain Rear Wheel
Drive Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price
drops. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Title issue.

Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I love my car, but it has some minor
flaws common to all of them. First off the turbo waste gate does rattle but only till the car warms
up, then your good. It's not loud like everyone says, just annoying if your windows are down
and the radio is off and you near a wall or something. Some people are just sensitive to any
noise at all. Second, don't get the Navigation, because the touchscreen sucks and always needs
re-calibrated. But that does not last and you push in one place, and something else goes off.
Bad design and Hyundai's warranty sucks on the interior. Don't get sold on the K warranty. It
has a lot of holes in it. If your not the first owner, it only good to 60K not K. And it's powertrain
only, nothing else. Other than these small things, it's a fun quick car and reliable. I have about
65k miles, and no problems yet. Don't buy new, they depreciate like crazy cause their a Hyundai,
not a Toyota or Honda by any means for resale value. But for reliability, they do hold their own,
great daily driver. Gets a lot of looks and questions on what it it, especially with the wing badge
kit deleting the Hyundai logos. People can't believe its a Hyundai. Overall, I love the car, it's
great for the money. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Hyundai Genesis Coupe was
introduced by the Korean automaker in for its domestic market. It entered the American market
as an import the following year as a model. Unlike the soft and docile Genesis sedan, the
Genesis Coupe is a well-designed rear-wheel drive sports coupe. Hyundai has put some serious
care into making this coupe, and the end result is a powerful sports coupe that holds its own
among the best. It offers the same value for money that people have come to expect from the
Hyundai brand, along with the added performance, distinctive styling, and lots of good features.
All these factors make the Hyundai Genesis Coupe a pretty impressive performance car, despite
its shortcoming. The Genesis Coupe gets more aggressive styling for , but the big news is
under the hood. The base 2. The automatic transmission now has eight forward gears. The new
styling of the Hyundai Genesis Coupe is quite different from previous years, and the fresh and
rather aggressive look works well with the overall character and design of the car. Up front, the
grille has been enlarged and shaped similar to the Hyundai Sonata Hybrid. This is a welcome
change, since the grille of the previous models seemed a bit too small. The new hexagonal
grille, along with the reshaped fog lights and headlights, gives the Genesis Coupe a very
aggressive-looking front end that should appeal to a lot of sports enthusiasts. The hood of the
coupe also gets imitation vents, which adds to the sporty nature of the car but might tick off
some people. Apart from these stylistic changes, the coupe gets inch alloy wheels with a new
design. LED taillights are fitted as standard. The Hyundai Genesis Coupe has a very high-quality
cabin with a lots of well-designed contours and superb build quality. The materials used inside
are of high quality, and the dash has a nice looking design with a downward curve into the door
panels. However, the placement of the power mirror and window switches is a bit different from
the usual arrangement because of this very design. The driver enjoys great visibility even
though the seating is a little lower than usual, and it gets even better with the optional power
seats installed. The Hyundai Genesis Coupe also gets a telescoping steering wheel for the first
time, adding up to a comfortable driving experience even for taller and shorter drivers.
Moreover, the front seats have been shaped to provide a great combination of support for fast
driving and comfort for long-distance cruises. The dash has a great setup of controls for easy
access and usability. The overall controls scheme is quite intuitive, but the quality of the audio
system is not that great and the standard iPod interface is a little confusing. Like any other
coupe, the Hyundai Genesis Coupe suffers from cramped rear seats. It can only be used for
carrying cargo or, at best, small kids. Headroom is hardly present at all at the rear because of
the sloping roofline of the coupe. On a positive note, the trunk of the coupe offers 10 cubic feet
of space, which is quite a lot considering its dimensions and the trunk space offered by the
competition. With the rear seats folded down, the trunk space increases even further. The
Hyundai Genesis Coupe gets standard safety features that include anti-lock brakes with brake
assist, stability control, active front head restrai
89 civic dx
starter motor relay wiring diagram
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nts, front-seat side airbags, and full-length side curtain airbags. Braking performance is a little
more than average, with the coupe stopping in feet from 60 mph. The Hyundai Genesis Coupe is
available with either of two engines, depending on the trim level. The base model 2. The 2. This
automatic shift is available as an option for the 2. The next engine is available for the Hyundai
Genesis Coupe 3. The 3. The Hyundai Genesis Coupe offers great handling characteristics,
comfortable ride quality, and precise and responsive steering with either engine. Both R-Spec
models and the 3. The four-cylinder engine offers enough of power and a lively performance for
most buyers. However, the 3. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market

Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to
bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Hyundai Genesis Coupe
Expert Review motortrendauthor. Expand All Sum Up. All Model Years

